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AZEX Pest Solutions Detects Bed Bugs with new Bed
Bug Detection K-9

Ken Bracken December 10, 2013

AZEX Pest Solutions, a Phoenix, Arizona-based pest management company, has
purchased another bed bug detection K-9 by the name of Cooper. The Labrador
retriever was professionally trained and certified to detect bed bugs.

(Newswire.net -- December 4, 2013) Phoenix, Arizona -- 

AZEX Pest Solutions, a Phoenix, Arizona-based pest management company, has
purchased another bed bug detection K-9 by the name of Cooper. The Labrador retriever
was professionally trained and certified to detect bed bugs. The addition of this additional

Bed Bug detection K-9 will allow the firm to provide better customer service to its customers as K-9’s are known for
their unique ability to detect bed bug infestations quickly and efficiently.

Beg bug infestations are associated with numerous negative issues not limited to include the psychological and
physical well-being of people who have been affected by them. There can as well be times where the infestation
spreads to additional areas of the home or building and possibly to neighboring apartments due to the failure of the
owner to detect the source of the bed bug infestation. Detecting bed bugs is extremely effective with the help of
AZEX Pest Solutions’ detection K-9’s.

 

The K-9 dogs for bed bug detection that the pest control company employs have the ability to detect live bed bugs in
a matter of minutes, allowing the company’s specialists to treat the affected area before the problem gets worse.
Learning how to get rid of bed bugs will be less complicated as the size and expertise of cooper and the remaining
canines of AZEX Pest Solutions allow them to find bugs in areas that cannot easily be reached by humans as an
example: furniture seams, wall spaces, and crevices. They can also very efficiently track scents in mattresses,
carpets, upholstered furniture, and baseboards. Its canine dogs for bed bug detection have 97% effective rate when it
comes to detecting adult bugs and their eggs.

Aside from the use of canines, AZEX Pest Solutions is also using heat treatments not just to control bugs but to
eradicate them entirely. Its trained technicians have the experience and expertise to use these processes both in
residential and commercial properties effectively. Heat treatment is also an efficient method in removing dust mites,
lice and fleas, roaches, and termites.

 

AZEX Pest Solutions has been offering premium pest management services in Arizona since 1999. It is committed to
offering excellent customer services and the best pest control service at fair prices. Its comprehensive home pest
control and prevention services can give home owners a peace of mind knowing that they have entrusted the safety
of their house to a company that knows how to find bed bugs easily and efficiently.

 

For more information about AZEX Pest Solutions and its services, visit http://www.azexpest.com

Interested individuals can also send emails to rketner@azexpest.com

or call Ron Ketner at 1-877-445-2847
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